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Abstract  

Economic diversification is very relevant for poorer developing countries to create jobs and 
foster economic development. That need has been recognised in key internationally agreed 
development goals. The empirical economic literature has identified several stylised facts 
about the pattern of diversification of economies, but the development of explanations for 
those patterns in general has been only loosely associated with economic theory on growth, 
trade, technology change and structural transformation. Making that connection is relevant 
because it could inform policymakers in developing countries in designing and implementing 
policies for promoting diversification. This paper presents a model of structural economic 
dynamics and endogenous technological change that is able to replicate empirical regularities 
related to economic diversification. The model is used to study strategies to foster 
diversification in poorer countries, which could help to better target action in the 
implementation of internationally agreed goals related to the economic diversification of 
these countries. 
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1 Introduction 

Economic diversification is very relevant for developing countries, and in particular the least 
developed, landlocked developing and small island countries, to create jobs and foster 
structural transformation and economic development. That need has been recognised in key 
internationally agreed development goals including the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development, the Programme of Action for the Least Developed Countries for the Decade 
2011-2020 (Istanbul Programme of Action), the Vienna Programme of Action for 
Landlocked Developing Countries for the Decade 2014-2024, and the Small Island 
Developing States Accelerated Modalities of Action (Samoa Pathway).  

Much of the scientific results that have informed the political push towards economic 
diversification are a product of the literature concerned with economic complexity. That 
stream of literature has uncovered stylised facts about the pattern of diversification of 
economies, but the development of explanations for those patterns in general has been only 
loosely associated with the economic theory on growth, trade, technology change and 
structural transformation.  

There is, therefore, an opportunity for exploring ways to link these literatures to expand our 
knowledge about the relationship between diversification and economic development. A 
better understanding of this relation could be of great interest to policymakers in developing 
countries in designing and implementing policies and strategies for promoting inclusive 
growth and catch up with developed economies. It could help to answer questions such as: 
What is the relationship between economic diversification, structural change and economic 
growth? How does the level of economic diversification affect the number of possible 
opportunities for future diversification? Which strategies could governments in developing 
countries follow to facilitate the emergence of more productive economic activities? 

This paper makes a contribution in that direction. It presents a model of endogenous 
technological change that is rooted in a theoretical framework of structural economic 
dynamics and that at same time is able to replicate empirical regularities related to economic 
diversification.  

The model is used in computer simulation experiments to study the effect of different 
strategies to promote diversification of poorer countries. The results presented in this paper 
suggest that an effective strategy is to focus on the emulation of production that already exist 
in more diversified countries, and target products that require a similar set of technologies in 
existence in the country, but that have higher complexity than the average of the country’s 
exports.2  

The paper is structured as follows. The next section presents some of the empirical 
regularities uncovered by the literature on economic complexity and reviews some of the 
models that have been proposed to explain those stylised facts. Section three presents an 
overview of the model, and its formal description is presented in Section four. Section five 
presents the results of computer simulations that show how the model replicates the stylised 
facts discussed in section two. Section six presents a study of catch-up strategies of poorer 
countries using the model. Section seven concludes. 

 

                                                 
2 A product is considered more complex than another when it is produced by fewer countries 
that are also more diversified, which suggests that it requires a more exclusive set of 
technologies to be produced. 
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2 Empirical regularities and theoretical explanations 

This section discusses theoretical explanations of three stylised facts associated with 
diversification: (1) a positive association between the export diversification of a country and 
its total GDP, (2) a negative association between diversification and the average number of 
countries that can export a similar basket of products; and (3) the path dependence in the 
diversification process. 

First, empirical evidence shows that more diversified countries are associated with higher 
levels of GDP (ESCAP, 2011, 2014, 2015; Lei and Zhang, 2014). Figure 1.A illustrates this 
association by showing the country’s total GDP in current terms along the horizontal axis and 
the country’s diversification in number of products for the year 2013 along the vertical axis.3  

Second, as economies diversify they tend to export products that are slightly less ubiquitous 
than their existing exports (e.g. Hausmann and Hidalgo 2011; ESCAP, 2011 and 2015). 
Ubiquity is defined as the number of countries that export a product. That empirical 
regularity is illustrated in Figure 1.B, in which the horizontal axis shows the diversification in 
terms of number of products, and the vertical axis shows the average ubiquity of the products 
exported by a given economy. 

The third empirical regularity is that the existing product-mix of a country affects the 
potential new products that could emerge in the economy. Diversification, therefore, is path 
dependent.  That empirical regularity is highlighted in different strands of the literature (e.g. 
Gerschenkron, 1962; Dosi, 1982, 1988; Hidalgo, Klinger, Barabasi and Hausmann, 2007). A 
result of the path dependency is that it seems difficult for countries to “leapfrog”, moving 
directly from the production of one product to another that is far away in terms of productive 
capacities. 

These and other empirical results related to economic diversification, which have been 
highlighted in the literature of economic complexity (e.g. Boschma, 2005; Hidalgo et al., 
2007; Arthur, 2009; Hausmann and Hidalgo, 2011; Balland, Boschma and Frenken, 2015), 
have attracted attention to the need to put forward new hypotheses to explain and understand 
how they are generated.  

New hypotheses are needed because economic theories have not particularly focused on 
economic diversification. Those theories that focus on the optimum allocation of scarce 
goods have no place for economic diversification. The trade literature is an example of that 
exchange paradigm. Even the new trade theory (e.g. Krugman, 1979), which assumes that 
products come in different varieties that are imperfect substitutes, does not predict which 
country will specialise in which product because it assumes a continuum of symmetric 
products.  

Economic theories that focus on technological progress may be able to study the process of 
diversification. For example, the literature on growth theory has emphasised the key role of 
technological change. Within that strand of literature, aggregated models (e.g. Solow, 1956, 
1957) by design in general do not deal with diversification. Some endogenous growth models 

                                                 
3 Other studies focusing on the association between diversification and income per capita 
have also found that diversification is associated with economic development for most of the 
development trajectory of a country (Imbs and Wacziarg, 2003; Cadot, Carrere and Strauss-
Kahn, 2012). That relationship is shown to be non-monotonic, following an inverted U-
shaped curve. This paper highlights the less studied relationship between diversification and 
total GDP. 
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have considered expanding variety as the driver of growth (e.g Romer, 1990; Grossman and 
Helpman, 1991). However, they formulate a continuum of goods that have no intrinsic 
difference from each other, and therefore do not address the characteristic path dependence in 
the diversification process. 

Figure 1. Selected stylised facts related to diversification  

A) Higher output is associated with diversification, 2013 

 

 

B) As economies diversify, they produce more exclusive products, 2013 

 

Source: Author’s calculations based on data from UN Comtrade and from the World Bank’s 
World Development Indicators (WDI). 

Notes: Number of products exported (diversification) is the number of category of products 
exported classified using HS 2002 trade data disaggregated at 6-digit level and further 
disaggregated by unit price as per the methodology described in Freire (2011); labels indicate 
countries using ISO 3-digit Alpha country code.  
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Structuralist growth models, on the other hand, disaggregate the analysis into sectors, which 
provides a framework to study diversification, but diversification is not a central element (see 
for example the compilation of models in Gibson, 2010 and in Setterfield, 2010). In some 
cases, the importance of diversification is emphasised, but no formal treatment for it is given 
in the model (e.g. Pasinetti’s, 1993), or the model concentrates on countries in autarky and 
there is no path dependence in the process of diversification (e.g. Saviotti and Pyka, 2004a, 
2004b, 2004c).  

Therefore, new hypotheses are needed to explain those stylised facts regarding economic 
diversification. For example, the model presented in Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011), called 
binomial model, provides an explanation for stylised fact 2 (negative association between 
diversification of countries and the average ubiquity of their exports). The model is based on 
the assumptions that products require the combination of capabilities to be produced, 
countries only produce the goods for which they have the capabilities to produce, and they 
produce all the products for which they have the required capabilities. However, the model 
was not designed to address the stylised fact 1 and it is also not suitable to address the 
stylised fact 3 because it is static in nature.  

Lei and Zhang (2014) propose a revision to Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011) model to replicate 
an empirical regularity related to stylised fact 1 of the relationship between total GDP and 
diversification. However, their model is also static and not able to replicate stylised fact 3. 

Klimek, Hausmann and Thurner (2012) explore the dynamics of the diversification process 
and assume that products require capabilities to be produced and new products emerge 
through the combination of existing capabilities in a given economy. This model also 
accounts for the fact that new products may replace existing products, setting a model of 
Schumpeterian creative-destruction. The model does not replicate stylised facts 1 and 2 but it 
could be used to replicate the stylised fact 3 related to path dependency, which is ruled by the 
combination of existing capabilities.  

Saracco, Di Clemente, Gabirelli and Pietronero (2015) also propose a dynamic model in 
which new products emerge as the combination of previous products. The model assumes 
that countries compete to obtain the ability to produce and export new products and that the 
potential new products that a country can produce are part of the “adjacent possible” as per 
Kauffman (2008).4 The authors found that the model replicates the negative association 
between diversification and ubiquity of production (stylised fact 2). The model also assumes 
the path dependency observed in the data (stylised fact 3).  

However, none of the models discussed above provides any information about economic 
magnitudes, such as output, growth, and employment, and none is suitable to explore policy-
related questions that link diversification with the structural economic dynamics of countries.  

                                                 
4 An adjacent possible can be understood as a set of all possible new products that could be 
created in a single step based on the combination of technologies that already exist in the 
economy. Using an example to illustrate, suppose country A produces three products, in 
which the first is characterised by technology a, the second by technology b and the third by 
technology ab. The adjacent possible of country A is a set of six products, each one 
characterised by one of the following technologies: aa, aab, bb, ba, bab, and abab.  
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The next section presents a description of a model that replicates all three stylised facts 
related to diversification and that is based on the theoretical framework of structural 
economic dynamics. 

3 Overview of the model 

To better understand the stylised facts listed in the previous section, it is necessary to have a 
model that considers: a) the existence of multiple sectors in an economy, and analyses how 
that structure changes and affects the macroeconomic magnitudes (e.g. employment, GDP, 
total consumption and balance of trade); and b) the existence of multiple countries trading 
with each other. 

The model proposed in this paper is based on the framework of structural economic dynamics 
(Pasinetti, 1993; Duchin, 2005) with endogenous technological change (Andersen, 2001), and 
change in consumption patterns according to a generalised version of Engel’s law (Pasinetti, 
1993). The model considers the impact of new products in the demand of existing production 
(Gualerzi, 2012), adopts Keynes-Kalecki principle of effective demand (Clower, 1965), 
hence the model does not assume full employment, and uses the concept of adjacent possible 
(Kauffman, 2008) to formalise path dependency in the process of diversification.  

In the model, the world is composed by a number of countries, each producing many 
products and trading with each other. As in Pasinetti (1993), labour is the only factor of 
production. The unit of the analysis of the model are the sectors that constitute an economy. 
A critical element of the model is that it formalises the diversification of economies as 
endogenous to the model. Therefore this is a multi-country multi-sector model of a pure 
labour economy with economic diversification.  

Each economy is composed by one household sector, many production sectors, and one 
research and development sector (R&D) (Figure 2). In each country, the household sector 
provides labour to other sectors and consumes products, some of them produced domestically 
and some abroad. Each production sector produces a single type of product, which could be 
consumed domestically and/or exported. Each type of commodity is recognisable by their 
country of origin through a brand or another product characteristic (e.g. Krugman, 1979). In 
each sector there is a markup price for the products. A production sector is defined by the set 
of labour-embodied technologies that are used in the production process.  

At each period and in each country, a proportion of the population is engaged in the 
production sectors. The share of the population that is not engaged in the production is either 
engaged in the research and development process (R&D) or is unemployed. The unit of 
labour is remunerated by a wage rate. Both wages and employment levels are endogenous in 
the model. 

The R&D sector creates processes and products that are new to the world or to the country, 
which gives rise to more productive or new production sectors when they discover a new 
useful combination of the technologies that already exist in the country’s economy. 

In the short-run, the model determines which country specialises in which products based on 
the demand, prices of products and the amount of labour available for production. In addition 
to the markup mechanism, which results in more than one country selling products for the 
same price, the model also adopts a linear programming approach inspired by the World 
Trade Model proposed by Duchin (2005). The model adopts the traditional economic 
assumption that people prefer to pay the lowest possible price for the products that they 
consume. This preference for minimising expenditure drives production towards the countries 
that sell at the lowest prices. The model accounts for incomplete specialisation of production 
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and trade, due to the limit in labour available for production. Therefore, the model does not 
assume ex-ante full specialisation and also allows for situations in which similar products 
with different labour costs coexist in the global market.  

Figure 2. Diagram of sectors within a country 

 

 

 

In the long-run the economy changes with changes of consumption patterns and technical 
progress, both of which are endogenous in the model. We model technical progress through 
process and product innovation and emulation following mechanisms similar to those 
adopted in Andersen (2001). Both process and product innovations, which create a set of 
technologies that is new to the world, are assumed to be less frequent events than emulation, 
which is an innovation that creates a product or a process that is new only to the country. 

The next section presents the formal description of the model.  

4 Description of the model 

The model in the short-run determines which country produces which product. In the long-
run the model determines the economic dynamics over time due to trade, changes in 
consumption patterns and technical progress. For simplification, we assume that population 
sizes remain constant.     

4.1 Short-run 

The model assumes international trade between R countries, which together produce m 

different types of commodities. Each country’s economy is composed by a household sector, 
m production sectors and one R&D sector. For simplification, in this section we will focus on 
the household and production sectors. We will introduce formally the R&D sector in the 
following sections that deal with the dynamics of the model.  

In each period and each country, a set of endogenous variables are determined as the result of 
exogenous and state variables (see appendix A for the list of variables).  

The exogenous variables are:  the total population in country k ( ) and the total amount of 
labour available in the country for the production sectors ( ).   
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The first set of state variables ( , ) represents the quantity of labour in country k required to 
produce one unity of product j. Labour is assumed to be homogenous and workers move 
freely from one sector to the other, but labour is immobile between countries. The second set 
of state variables ( , ) represents the average per-capita quantity of product j that is 
demanded by the population in country k. The third set of state variables ( , , ) is the 
markup added to the price of commodity j produced in country k and consumed in country h. 
The other state variable is the wage rate ( ) of country k expressed in the currency of 
country 1 ( 1). 

Following Pasinetti (1993), the sets of state variables are assumed to be given at the 
beginning of each period in the model in the short-run. However, different from Pasinetti’s 
framework, state variables are determined endogenously in the dynamic part of the model.  

As mentioned, several macroeconomic variables are determined endogenously in each period.  

Prices are assumed to reflect labour costs and markups. For each commodity j produced in 
country k and consumed in country h, the price of the commodity ( , , ) is given by: 

, , , 	 , ,    j=1,..,m; h,k=1,..,R (1) 

Now let us turn to the determination of the quantities produced. The preferences of a 
representative consumer of a country k are already defined by the coefficients of consumption 
per capita ,  (j=1,...,m). What is not determined is the demand of that good j that is 
produced in a particular country h (h=1,…,R). We represent that demand by , , , which 
refers to the consumption per capita of good j in country k and produced in country h. 

The consumption per capita of a commodity j in country k is the sum of the domestic 
consumption of commodity j that is locally produced and of commodity j that is imported: 

, 	 	 ∑ , ,        (2) 

On the production side, the quantity of commodity j produced domestically in country k is 
equal to the domestic and foreign demands, and is given by: 

, ∑ , , 	     (3) 

There are many possible ways to divide the consumption per-capita of commodity j ( , ) into 
the consumption of domestic and imported varieties of that product. Therefore, the model has 
to answer how the consumption per capita of a commodity in a country is divided between 
varieties produced domestically and varieties that are imported from the different countries.  

Usual approaches follow Ricardo’s (1821) principle of comparative advantage and result in 
full-specialisation of exports (e.g. Andersen, 2001; Araujo and Teixeira, 2004), which does 
not replicate the empirical pattern of diversification. Other models use different mechanisms 
to allow for non-full-specialisation, such as the use of export function following Thirlwall 
(1979) in which shares of domestic and imported goods are a function of the ratio of the 
prices in each country (e.g. Araujo, 2013, and Araujo and Trigg, 2015), but they are two-
country models, as opposed to a multi-country model that can be used to study the pattern of 
diversification of several countries trading.   

I adopt two mechanisms to avoid ex-ante full-specialisation. The first is the markup prices, 
which is consistent with producers that have different labour costs competing in the same 
market by adopting markups that ensure that they meet the prevailing market price. The 
second mechanism is inspired by the World Trade Model proposed by Duchin (2005), using 
linear programming to determine the quantities produced for domestic and foreign 
consumption under the constraint of limited availability of labour.  
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The following linear programming is used to determine quantities. It minimises expenditure 
given consumer preferences: 

Minimise    ∑ ∑ ∑ , , 	 	 , ,    (4) 

subject to: 

a) The sum of quantity produced of a commodity j in all countries is the same as the sum 
of the quantity consumed of that commodity in all countries:  

∑ ∑ , , ∑ , 		   (5) 

b) The maximum total labour employed in each country is lower or equal than the total 
labour available in that country: 

∑ , , 	         k=1,…,R        

∑ , ∑ , ,       k=1,…,R              (6)  

c) For each country k the consumption per capita of a commodity j is the sum of the 
domestic consumption of commodity j that is locally produced and of commodity j 
that is imported, which is formulated in Eq. 2 and it is rearranged and restated below 
for convenience: 

  ∑ , , ,        

d) And all quantities are non-negative numbers: 

, , 0	   j=1,..,m; h,k=1,…,R  (7) 

The linear programming above does not provide a unique result when two or more countries 
produce the same variety of a good with the exact same lowest price and without being 
constrained by the amount of labour available. In that situation, any combination of quantities 
of that good results in the lowest expenditure. To address that, we assume that these countries 
have the same market share in the production of the good with the lowest price.  

The other endogenous macroeconomic variables of the model (employment, income, 
expenditure and balance of payments) follows Pasinetti’s (1993) framework.  

For each country k, employment in each sector j is equal to the labour required to produce the 
quantity of commodity j produced domestically:    

, , ,     j=1,..,m; k=1,…,R  (8) 

At the macroeconomic level, total employment is the sum of employment in each sector of 
the economy: 

∑ ,   k=1,…,R   (9) 

The output by sector ( , ) is given by the price of the commodity multiplied by the quantity 
produced:  

, ∑ , , 	 , ,   j=1,..,m; k=1,…,R  (10) 

Total output of the economy k is the sum of the outputs of the individual sectors: 

∑ ,    k=1,…,R   (11) 

Which divided by the population gives the output per capita in that country: 
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             k=1,…,R   (12) 

Similarly, expenditure in country k on commodity j ( , ) is given by the consumption of 
domestic and imported varieties of the commodity multiplied by their prices: 

, ∑ , , , ,   j=1,..,m; k=1,…,R  (13) 

Total expenditure in country k is the sum of the expenditure on all products: 

∑ ,  k=1,…,R   (14) 

The per-capita expenditure in country k is obtained by dividing the total expenditure by the 
population of the country: 

 k=1,…,R    (15) 

4.2 Wage rate 

In the model we assume that nominal wage rates endogenously reflect the average 
productivity of the economy (Pasinetti, 1993). In the model we take the wage rate of country 
1 as the unit and then we measure all the prices and wage rates in that currency.  At each 
period the wage rates in other countries are given by the wage rate of country 1 multiplied by 
the ratio of average labour coefficients in both countries weighted by the employment shares: 

∑ , ,

∑ , ,

   k={2,3,..,R}   (16) 

4.3 Change in markup prices 

We assume monopolistic competition in domestic and international markets with markup 
prices for the products (e.g. Krugman, 1979). The mechanism to determine markup prices is 
comprised of two steps that are carried out during the transition from one period to the next. 
This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3 considering three countries (A, B, C) and a single 
sector. In the figure, a red line represents a markup. Unit labour costs of production of the 
commodity in each country/sector are represented by the colours blue (country A), green 
(country B) and yellow (country C). 

Figure 3. Illustration of mechanism to determine markup prices 

 

The first step is the setup of tentative prices by each sector in each country and targeting each 
market. Tentative prices are composed by the unit labour cost of production and the markup 

Labour 
costs 

Markup 

 A      B      C  A      B      C 

Minimum 
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Step 1 – tentative prices Step 2 – Comparison and determination  

 A      B      C 

final 
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that was used in the previous period. The second step is the comparison and determination of 
price, in which sectors by country compare their prices with their competition from other 
countries and, if the latter has lower prices, reduce the markup to match the competitor’s 
price. The result is that competition drives prices down. 

4.4 Technological change 

Technical progress is assumed in the model to be the result of four different processes: 1) 
introduction of new techniques in the production of an existing product (process innovation); 
2) production of a new good that does not yet exist in any country (product innovation); 3) 
the introduction of techniques that are new to the country’s production but not new to the 
global economy (process emulation); and 4) introduction of a product that is new to the 
country but not new to the world (product emulation).  

The emergence or disappearance of economic sectors is restricted to the moment of passing 
from one period to the other. 

Adjacent possible for creation of path dependency of innovation  

We adopt the concept of adjacent possible as proposed by Kauffman (2008) to create the path 
dependency of the innovation process.  

Suppose at each passage of time, and in relation to each country k, there is an adjacent 
possible (ADk) of potential new products or processes that could be created by the 
combination of existing set of technologies in the country. 

We assume that there is a parameter u (for useful) that represents the odds that the potential 
new product is useful to fulfil a human need or not. Lists of useful (List 1) and not useful 
(List 2) potential products are generated through this process to keep consistency. If a 
potential new product j is considered not useful when it is a member of an adjacent possible 
of a country k, it will also be considered not useful in the adjacent possible of other countries.  

To keep the computer simulation of the model manageable, we assume that potential new 
products are the result of combination of only two technologies already used in the 
production.5  

R&D sector 

We assume that process and product innovation and emulation are carried out through R&D 
and are assumed to be funded by the sum of the markup prices. Therefore, the number of 
people engaged in R&D is constrained by the amount of surplus obtained by the production 
sectors in selling products with markup (SP). If productivity in the country is higher than in 
other countries and a high sum of markup is obtained, then the productive sectors can fund a 
large R&D effort. When productivity is low and country’s exports are few and with lower 
markup, then the R&D effort is limited.  

∑ ∑ , , , , /      

∑ ∑ , , , 1 ,     (17) 

                                                 
5 This decision is mainly due to hardware limitations and is not related to the model. 
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The number of people engaged in R&D is also constrained by the availability of labour to 
participate in that activity (LA), which is drawn from the labour that is not engaged in 
production:  

    (18) 

The share of labour engaged in R&D ( ) is then given by: 

   
	 ,

    (19) 

We assume that out of that group of people, a share of them is devoted to research towards a 
new product ( ) (either to the country or to the world) and another share is devoted to 
find a new and more productive way to produce an existing product ( ): 

  1      (20) 

0 1; 	0 1    (21) 

We assume that the shares of research dedicated to find a new product or a new process are 
endogenous to the model and a function of the share of the labour force that is employed. The 
assumption is that R&D effort towards process innovation increase with employment to 
reduce the labour requirement in the existing production base, while, on the other hand, the 
effort towards product innovation increases to create new sources of demand and 
employment when labour participation reduces. Therefore, the higher the level of 
employment, the higher the number of people engaged in finding more productive ways to 
produce the existing products and the lower the number of people trying to find new 
products, and vice-versa: 

/      (22) 

1 	 /      (23) 

Out of the group of people engaged in finding a new product, a share of them is devoted to 
research towards product innovation ( ) and another share is devoted to emulation 

( _ ): 

 
_ 1      (24) 

0 1; 	0 _ 1   (25) 

We assume that the shares of research dedicated to product innovation and emulation are 
endogenous to the model in the following way: 

/         (26) 
 

_ 1 	 /     (27) 

Where  is the number of types of commodities produced in country k and m is the 
combined number of different types of commodities traded by all countries. Therefore, if a 
country already produces all types of commodities that exist, its research related to finding 
new products will be totally devoted to product innovation.  

Similarly, out of the researchers working to discover a more productive process of 
production, a share is devoted to research towards process innovation ( ) and another 

share is devoted to process emulation ( _ ): 
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 _ 1    (28) 

0 1; 	0 _ 1    (29) 

The shares of research dedicated to process innovation and process emulation are assumed to 
be endogenous to the model as follows: 

	 /        (30) 
 

_ 1 	 /     (31) 
 

Where  is the number of sectors in production in country k that are operating at the 
technological frontier, meaning that they have the highest productivity when compared with 
similar sectors in other countries. Therefore, if all sectors are operation at the technological 
frontier, its research related to finding more productive processes will be totally devoted to 
process innovation.  

Process innovation 

Process innovation, product innovation and emulation are included in the model using a 
mechanism similar to that proposed by Andersen (2001). In the case of process innovation, in 
each country k the outcome of the work of one person engaged towards process innovation 
takes the form of a Poisson process with the arrival rate of new process given by .  

The effective arrival rate of a new process in country k and sector j is a function of the 
number of people in the R&D sector of that country who are engaged in process innovation 
( 	 ). The effective arrival rate is also a function of the share of 
employment in that sector ( , / ), which is assumed to create an incentive to augment 
labour.  

Therefore, in each country k and sector j, the number of new processes in each period is given 
by: 

, 	~	 	 , / 	    (32) 

When process innovation happens in a sector j, we consider that the labour coefficient of that 
sector is reduced by multiplying for a factor (0 , 1 : 

, , 	 , 1     (33) 

 For simplification, we assume that ,  is drawn from a standard uniform distribution: 

, 	~	 , 1	 ,     0 <  < 1   (34) 

Where  is a parameter of the model. 

Process emulation 

Process emulation is modelled in a similar way as process innovation. We consider that one 
person engaged towards process emulation in country k would find a new process at an 
arrival rate of 	 _  that takes the form of a Poisson process.  

The effective arrival rate of a new process through emulation in country k and sector j is a 
function of the number of people in the R&D sector of that country who are engaged in 
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process emulation ( 	 _ ) and the share of employment in the 
sector ( , / ). A sector would only undergo process emulation if the sector is lagging 
behind the technological frontier. 

Therefore, in each country k and sector j, the number of new processes through process 
emulation in each period is given by: 

, 	~
	 _

, / 	 _ 	if	lagging	behind
0,	otherwise

	 

  (35) 

When process emulation happens in a sector j, we consider that the sector adopts the 
technologies of the frontier country. Hence, the labour coefficient takes the value of the 
coefficient in the country h and sector j that was emulated: 

, 	 ,     (36) 

Product innovation 

Regarding product innovation, we assume that in each country k the outcome of the work of 
one person engaged towards product innovation takes the form of a Poisson process with the 
arrival rate of new sector given by .  

The effective arrival rate of new products in the economy is rescaled by the number of 
researchers that are engaged in product innovation, and hence is given by 

. 

Therefore, in each country k the number of new products in each time phase is given by: 

	~	 	      (37) 

In the case that a new product emerges through that Poisson process, we assume that a new 
production sector could be established to produce that commodity. For simplification, we 
assume that the labour coefficient of the new sector ( ) is given by the average of the 
labour coefficients of the production sectors in activity in the economy in the previous period: 

,
∑ ,

      (38) 

Note that the new product is created but it does not mean that a new sector will automatically 
be created to produce that commodity.  A new sector will start to operate if there is already a 
potential demand for the new product. In other words, a new sector starts if there is at least 
one country in which the level of income per-capita is sufficient to allow a potential demand 
for that new product. If no potential demand exists then production of the new product will be 
on hold waiting for the demand. 

Product emulation 

Product emulation is the innovative research and development process required to imitate and 
adapt to domestic conditions the production that already exist in another country. Similar to 
product innovation, we assume that in each country k the outcome of the work of one person 
engaged towards emulation takes the form of a Poisson process with the arrival rate of new 
sector given by . The effective arrival rate of a new emulation in the economy is 
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rescaled by a share φ of the number of researchers that are engaged in the process of 
emulation, which total is given by ( 	 .  

The share φ is assumed to be proportional to the emulation opportunities of the sector, which 
is defined here as the increase in the share of the demand in that sector in the total demand for 
products that are new to the country. The idea is that the higher the increase in demand, the 
higher the opportunities for new entrants to position themselves in the market. Therefore, if 
there are two products for which the country can engage in emulation, the higher share of the 
researchers will be working towards the emulation of the production of the sector that is 
experiencing the higher increase in demand. The share φ is calculated as follows: 

φ , 	
∑ , ∑ ,

∑ ∑
,

∑ ∑
,

    (39) 

Where ∑ ,  is the total output in monetary terms of production of commodity j, which is 
the same as the total demand in monetary terms, and ∑ ∑

,  is the sum of output of 

the m sectors that are the result of product innovation in countries other than country c and 
are not produced in that country. The rule above describes an economic incentive that directs 
the emulation efforts.   

For the process of emulation to start, it is necessary that a new product has previously 
emerged in other country. That would trigger the research towards emulation taking the form 
of the Poisson process. Thus in each time period and in each country k the number of 
emulations of a particular new sector j is given by: 

, ~	 	 φ ,

0,
,	if j is a new sector in any other 

country (40) 

For every country k and for every emulated sector j, we assume that its labour coefficient at 
the time of the emulation ( ′′) is the same as the labour coefficient of that sector at the time 
that it was created ( ′) in the economy of country h that initially introduced the commodity: 

, ′′ 	 , ′ 	      (41) 

4.5 Change in consumption patterns 

Let us start the discussion of change in consumption patterns by looking at Pasinetti’s (1993) 
model, which formalises these changes in a general form as follows: 

, , 1 , 	    (42)  

Where	 ,  is the rate of change in consumption, which is assumed to be constant during 
that period.  

Similar to Pasinetti’s (1993) framework, consumption patterns changes according to a 
generalised version of Engel’s law that can be summarised by the following three empirical 
regularities:  i) there is an hierarchy of preferences of consumption in which increases in real 
income result in faster increases in demand for some goods than for others; ii) new products 
trigger changes in the composition of consumption; and iii) there is a saturation level for the 
consumption of any product (Pasinetti, 1993, pp.39-40). 
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To implement fact (i) related to the hierarchy of preferences of consumption, we assume that 
the commodities are ordered from those that satisfy the most to those that satisfy the least 
essential needs.  

Therefore, we enforce a decreasing order on the rate of changes ( , ) in each country in each 
period: 

 , , ⋯ ,      (43) 

Such and ordering implies that when consumption is increasing, it will increase faster for the 
more essential goods. On the other hand, when consumption is decreasing, it will decrease 
faster for the less essential goods.  

To implement the empirical fact (iii), related to saturation of demand, we assume that for 
each commodity j there is a maximum amount for the consumption per capita of that 
commodity given by . For simplification, we consider that such maximum value is the 
same in all countries. Therefore, in each country k, the consumption per capita ,  of 
commodity j cannot grow beyond  and the equation (42) is rewritten as: 

∀ 	∃	 , , min	 , 1 , 	,   (44)  

For the computer-based implementation of the model, we assume that  is higher than 
the maximum value at time 1 (here represented by a new variable ) of the consumption 
per capita of commodity j when considering all countries:   

	max	 , 1 , , 1 , . . . , , 1 		  (45) 

For simplification, we assume that  is drawn from a standard uniform distribution: 

	~	 , β	 	      (46) 

Where β is a parameter that represents the maximum increase that the consumption per capita 
may take. For example, if at time 1 the maximum value of consumption per capita of 
commodity j is 10 units ( 10), and if the parameter β is set to the value 2, then the 
saturation point of that commodity ( ) will be a stochastic value between 10 and 20 
units. 

Equations (43) to (46) formalise the Pasinettian framework, the next step is to endogenise the 
change of total consumption expenditures. Here we adopt the Keynesian view of consumer 
demand. More specifically, we adopt a mechanism similar to Clower’s (1965) “dual-decision 
hypothesis”, in which households use a two-steps decision process and decide on their 
demand for goods only after their actual incomes are known.   The mechanism works as 
follows. First, households receive their income and, based on that and on the current prices of 
products, decide on consumption preferences for the next period. If the income received is 
lower than the latest expenditure, then people will have a lower expectation related to how 
much their income will be able to fulfil their consumption in the next period, and they would 
decide to consume less as consequence. If, on the other hand, the income received is higher 
than latest expenditure, then people will have a higher expectation for the purchasing power 
of their income in the next period and would decide to consume more. When households 
actually consume in the following period, firms decide on the level of employment to fulfil 
that demand, which determines the next income. In the model, the actual consumption change 
for each product is given stochastically based on a uniform distribution, but the direction of 
the change is calculated through that “dual-decision hypothesis” process and, therefore, it is 
endogenous to the model.  
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In addition, we follow the principle in the agent-based literature (as discussed in Backhouse 
and Boianovsky, 2013) and assume heterogeneous behaviour of consumers who follow rules 
of thumb. Therefore, we consider that the aggregated result of the behaviour described in the 
paragraphs above is a stochastic change in the consumption per capita. 

The result is that when income is higher than expenditure in the previous period, the 
aggregated behaviour of consumers is to increase their consumption in the current period, and 
vice-versa.  

Therefore, here we assume that the signal (positive or negative) of the growth rate of 
consumption  is determined endogenously and it is given as follows:  

, 0, 1 1

, 0, 1 1
	    (47) 

For simplicity, we also assume that  is drawn from standard uniform distributions: 

, 	~	 0,max , 1 1

, 	~	 max , 0 , 1 1

, 0, 1 1 	
    (48) 

Where max  is a parameter that indicates the maximum absolute rate of change  in all 
sectors and in all countries.  

Note that the difference between total income and total expenditure is the same as the value 
of the balance of payments of an economy. Therefore, this mechanism also serves the 
function to keep the balance of payments moving towards zero in the long run. With that 
mechanism the model does not need to enforce balance-of-payment equilibrium by adding 
constraints to consumption or supply levels in each economy. 

Now let us get back to the empirical fact (ii) in Pasinetti’s (1993) framework that states that a 
variation in the composition of consumption may occur as a consequence of the introduction 
of new products. First we assume that the consumption of a new commodity j will only occur 
if the level of income per capita is higher than a certain value ( ), below which there is no 
consumption of that commodity.  We assume that this floor in relation to the demand of a 
particular commodity is the same in all countries. Thus the consumption of a new commodity 
j will start at a time ( ′′ , at the same time or posterior to the creation of the new product at 
time ( ′ ), according to the following : 

, ′′ 					 	
0, 	 ′′ 1 	

0	,			
    (49)  

Here we assume that the emergence of a new commodity results in an exogenous small one-
time change in the pattern of consumption of all other commodities, due to the 
complementarities or substitutions that the new product allows. That is the “creative 
destruction” process in action. Let us define ,  as the substitution and complementarity 
effect of the emergence of the new product i on the consumption of an existing commodity j. 
For simplicity, we also assume that ,  is drawn from a standard uniform distribution with 
the maximum change given by the parameter κ: 

, 	~	 1 κ, 1 κ       (50) 

Therefore in each country k, by the time of the introduction of the new product i, the 
coefficient of consumption of existing product j is affected in the following one-time change 
(revising equation 44): 
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, min	 , 	 , 1 , 	, 	   (51)  

Similarly, the saturation point of commodity j is affected with the change: 

, 	 1     (52)  

 

This completes the description of the model. Appendix B illustrates the functioning of the 
model by using a simple example with two countries and four initial products. 

5 Replication of the stylised facts 

This section presents the results of the experiment to verify if the model is able to reproduce 
the patterns of diversification observed in the actual trade data.  

The model indeed replicates the three stylised facts: (1) diversification is associated with 
higher total GDP, (2) diversification is associated with lower average ubiquity of exports, and 
(3) diversification is path dependent, which is true in the model by design (making 
technologies emerge through the combination of existing technologies). 

To perform that test we generate simulations with 30 countries, 10 initial products and the 
period of 100 time units. All countries start the simulations with exactly the same parameters 
and have the same values for all macroeconomic indicators. We run simulations of the model 
100 times to test different realisations of the stochastic process that uses the following set of 
initial value configuration and parameters: 

 labour coefficient  ⋯ 0.5, 0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5, 0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5 ;      

 coefficient of consumption per capita 
⋯ 0.01, 0.01,0.01, 0.01,0.01, 0.01,0.01, 0.01,0.01, 0.01 ;    

 wage rate in country 1 $	1;  

 β 2;  saturation of consumption not higher than 100% above the initial consumption 
per capita; 

 	 1/200;    in any country k (k=1,2,3…30) one researcher 
would find a new product or a new process on average once every 200 periods of 
time; 

 _ 	 _ 1/100;    in any country k (k=1,2,3…30)  
one researcher engaged in emulation would find a new way to emulate a product once 
every 100 periods of time; 

 u = 0.2; 2 out of 10 potential new products as combination of existing technologies 
are useful. 

The set of figures shown in the next pages present the result of one of the 100 runs of the 
simulation. Figure 4 shows that the model replicates the stylised fact 1. The horizontal axis of 
the graph shows the diversification of each country at the end of the simulation run (time 
100) measured by the number of products exported, and the vertical axis shows the total GDP 
in each country measured by the currency of country 1 (the vertical axis is shown in 
logarithmic scale). Each circle in the graph represents a country. Some circles are shown 
overlapping with each other in the figure, particularly visible for countries with lower levels 
of diversification, which indicates that countries have about the same level of GDP for 
similar levels of diversification. Also noticeable is the large income inequality between more 
diversified countries and the others. The total GDP of each of the two more diversified 
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countries (both exporting 26 products) are 2 to 3 times higher than the total GDP of the third 
more diversified country and 200 to 300 times higher than the less diversified countries 
(which export the same initial 10 products). 

Figure 4. Association between 
diversification and GDP (time=100)         

    

Figure 5. Association between 
diversification and average ubiquity of 

exports (time=100) 

Figure 6. Association between 
diversification and employment (time=100)

 

Figure 7. Association between 
diversification and consumption per capita 

(time=100) 

 
Figure 8. Association between diversification 
and average labour coefficient (time=100) 
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Figure 5 shows that the model replicates stylised fact 2, the negative association between 
diversification (horizontal axis) and the average ubiquity of the exports of a country (vertical 
axis). The graph shows that the value of average ubiquity of the exports of the more 
diversified countries (14) is less than half of the less diversified countries (30), which 
indicates that on average the more diversified countries face half of the competition faced by 
the less diversified countries. 

Figure 6 shows that diversification is also positively associated with employment levels in 
percentage terms (vertical axis) at the end of the run. The graph presents a pattern that 
resembles the association between diversification and total GDP (Figure 4). That is expected 
given that total GDP is calculated as the production of a country times the prices of its 
products sold in each market, and one component of price is the labour cost (the other is the 
markup). Therefore, the higher the level of employment, the higher the labour costs and the 
higher the total GDP of a country. Note that the employment levels of the two more 
diversified countries (40% and 35%, respectively) are closer than the GDP levels of these two 
countries, which indicates that significant contributors for the differences in GDP levels is the 
differences in wage rates (as result of differences in average productivity) and differences in 
average markup levels of the products of each country. 

Figure 7 presents the positive association between diversification and consumption per capita. 
It is noticeable that as diversification increases, the differences in the levels of diversification 
between countries, and consequently the differences in income (as seen in Figure 4), result in 
smaller differences in expenditure. The reason for that is the saturation of demand of 
commodities in the economy. Above certain levels of income, the consumption per capita of 
the products that have reached saturation remains constant. 

Figure 8 shows the negative association between diversification and the average labour 
coefficient. The circles at the top of the graph represent countries that have not experienced 
process innovation; the average labour coefficient in these economies has remained at the 
value of 0.5. Some of these countries have diversified, hence have experienced product 
innovation, but that has not changed the average labour coefficient due to the simplification 
adopted in the model in which a new sector that emerges through product innovation has the 
labour coefficient equal to the average labour coefficient in the economy. Other circles in the 
graph represent countries in which sectors have undergone process innovation. The more 
diversified the country, the higher the level of employment and the higher the share of R&D 
dedicated to process innovation in comparison with product innovation. Therefore, the higher 
the probability that more productive sets of technologies are adopted by sectors in the 
economy, reducing the average labour coefficient. The result is a tendency of lower average 
labour coefficient associated with higher levels of diversification. We should note that 
innovation is the result of a stochastic process; therefore it is possible that, during the run, 
process innovation occurs more often in a country and less often in others, all things being 
equal. 

The summary statistics of the 100 runs of the simulation are presented in Table 1. In terms of 
diversification, on average the countries that are less diversified at the end of a run of the 
simulation have not undergone any product innovation or product emulation. They have 
completed the runs with the same 10 sectors that they had at the beginning. The median 
country on average ends the run with 11 sectors, which shows that half of the countries are 
not able to increase much their diversification. On the other hand, more diversified countries 
have on average 33 sectors exporting at the end of a run of the simulation.   
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Table 1. Summary statistics of 100 runs of simulation 

 Mean Standard deviation 
Diversification Minimum 10 0.14 

Maximum 33 4.56 
Median 11 0.58 

Relationship between logarithm of diversification 
and logarithm of GDP (ln(kc0)  x ln(GDP)) 

  

Slope 4.61 0.46 
R-squared 0.94 0.03 

Relationship between logarithm of diversification 
and logarithm of average ubiquity (ln(kc0)  x ln(kc1)) 

  

Slope -0.85 0.03 
R-squared 1 0 

 

The table also presents the slope of the least-squares regression line that summarises the 
relationship between the logarithm of the level of diversification of a country (kc,0) and the 
logarithm of GDP. The empirical evidence shows a positive slope for that relationship, which 
is replicated by the model as indicated by the positive value 4.61. Similarly, the table shows 
the slope of the least-squares regression line related to the logarithm of the level of 
diversification (kc,0) and the logarithm of the average ubiquity of exports (kc,1). A negative 
value (-0.85) is consistent with the empirical relationship in which a higher level of 
diversification is associated with a lower level of average ubiquity of exports. 

A sensitivity analysis of the model is presented in Appendix C. It shows that the results of the 
model are not affected by the changes in the initial values of the key parameters related to 
economic diversification: the arrival rates of innovation and emulation.  

6 Catch-up strategies of poorer countries 

This section presents the analysis of possible strategies to facilitate the catch-up and 
diversification of poorer countries. We run 100 simulations of 50 time periods for each 
strategy, with 10 countries, 6 initial products and the same initial configuration as used in the 
analysis in the Appendix C.  For each run of a simulation, data was collected at the middle of 
the run (time=25) and at the end (time=50). The data recorded was related to the country that 
at time 25 was the least diversified among the 10 countries.  A catch-up strategy is applied 
only to that country that was lagging behind, from the time 25 to the end of the run, to verify 
if at the end of the run that country was able to diversify and catch up with the other 
countries. 

This section presents the results of the analysis of one benchmark strategy and seven catch-up 
strategies (Table 2). The benchmark strategy is the normal functioning of the model, which is 
used to compare with the other strategies. The next three strategies are based on focusing in 
only one process of technological change: the ‘focus on emulation’ strategy concentrates all 
the R&D effort in product emulation, the ‘focus on product innovation’ strategy concentrates 
R&D on the effort to find a new product; and the ‘focus on process innovation ‘strategy 
concentrates all R&D on finding a more productive way to produce an existing product.  
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Table 2. Strategies used in the analysis 

Strategies Description 

Benchmark Normal run of the model. It is used as benchmark. 

Focus on product emulation R&D concentrates in product emulation  

Focus on product innovation R&D concentrates in product innovation  

Focus on process innovation R&D concentrates in process innovation  

Target more complex 
products 

Product emulation target the products that have higher 
than average product complexity 

Undervalued currency by 
10% 

The wage rate is reduced by 10% relative to the 
international currency 

Focus on product emulation 
& Target more complex 
products 

R&D concentrates in product emulation, which target 
products with above average product complexity 

Focus on product emulation 
& Target more complex 
products & undervalued  

R&D concentrates in product emulation, which target 
products with above average product complexity, and 
higher competitiveness created by a 10%  undervalued 
wage relative to the international currency   

 

The fourth strategy is the same used in several studies in the literature of economic 
complexity to identify products with high opportunities for diversification (Hausmann and 
Klinger, 2008; Freitas and Salvado, 2008; Neves, 2012; Freitas, Salvado et al., 2013; Freire, 
2013a, 2013b; ESCAP, 2014, 2015). For each country, the average product complexity of the 
exports is calculated (see Appendix D for details). The strategy is to focus product emulation 
on the products that have complexity above the average levels of the product complexity of 
the country that was lagging behind. The idea is that the more complex products would offer 
higher opportunities for further diversification since they are associated with countries that 
are more diversified and have a less ubiquitous production.  

A fifth strategy is to keep the currency of the country that was lagging behind undervalued 
(by 10%) to increase the competitiveness of its exports, which would increase the revenue 
and therefore the resources available to finance R&D. This strategy has the objective to 
illustrate the idea that an undervalued currency benefits poorer countries. That argument has 
been an important element in the Latin American structuralist literature and also in the 
context of the analysis of the Chinese growth process (e.g. Bresser-Pereira, 2012, Rodrik, 
2008).  

The sixth strategy is the combination of ‘focus on emulation’ and the strategy that target the 
emulation of products with above average complexity; while the seventh strategy adds the 
undervaluation of currency to that mixed strategy. 

Each particular strategy was applied in four different configurations of the model in terms of 
the rates of arrival of product innovation and emulation. The objective is to show that the 
result of the different strategies are also affected when rates of product innovation increases 
and emulation is facilitated.  The configurations used are as follows: 
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A.      ; 	  : A researcher working in R&D would 

find one product innovation every 100 units of time and one product emulation 
every 10 units of time. 

B. 					 ; 	  : A researcher working in R&D would 

find one product innovation every 200 units of time and one product emulation 
every 20 units of time. 
 

C.      ; 	  : A researcher working in R&D would 

find one product innovation every 100 units of time and one product emulation 
every 50 units of time. 
 

D.      ; 	  : A researcher working in R&D would 

find one product innovation every 200 units of time and one product emulation 
every 100 units of time. 
 

Figure 9 (A), (B) and (C) present a summary of the effects of each strategy, based on the 
average of the results of all runs of simulations for each of the configurations above. In these 
figures the strategies are lined up in the horizontal axis and the configurations in the vertical 
axis. Both are ordered in a way to make the contours in the figures look smother to facilitate 
the visualisation. This order is purely a matter of choice and any other could be used. The 
order selected for the strategies was to line them up from the worst to the best strategy in 
terms of diversification at the end of the run, when considering faster product innovation and 
emulation (i.e. configuration A).  

The measure used in Figure 9 (A) is the gain in diversification by using a particular strategy, 
when comparing with the performance of the other countries. The idea is that the strategies 
that perform better will facilitate the increase of diversification of the poorest countries faster 
than the increase of the diversification of the average country in the same period. Such 
strategies would allow the poorest country to catch up with the average country. This 
measure of relative gains in diversification is calculated by the difference of a normalised 
measure of diversification at the middle and at the end of the simulation runs (diversification 
of a country is normalised using z-scores, i.e. by subtracting the global average 
diversification and dividing by the standard deviation). A value of zero means that in both 
points in time the country had the same diversification in relation to the global average; hence 
there was no gain in relative terms. A positive value indicates that the country became more 
diversified than the average, while a negative value shows the opposite.  

Figure 9 (B) and (C) present, respectively, the percentage increase in GDP and employment 
of the initially less diversified country as result of the adoption of the different strategies. 

In the figures it is noticeable that the larger variation in the results is seen in relation to 
configurations A and B (more frequent emulation), in contrast to the lower variation shown in 
the configurations C and D (less frequent emulation). The reason for this pattern is because 
when emulation is facilitated in the less diversified country (for example through technology 
transfer), all strategies that use emulation (i.e. six out of the seven strategies tested not 
counting the benchmark) have their effects boosted by the increase in the frequency that a 
new emulation could emerge. That generates the larger variation of results. 

When comparing the results related to configuration A and B, larger variation is seen in the 
results of configuration A (more frequent product innovation) than of configuration B (less 
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frequent product innovation). The same pattern is seen when comparing the results of 
configuration C and D. The reason is because the strategies for catch-up rely on accelerating 
technological change in the less diversified countries, and when innovation (and for that 
matter emulation) happens at a slower pace, the effects of these strategies are less effective. 
These comparisons suggest that the differences among the strategies in terms of promoting 
diversification are more pronounced when there is more product innovation and emulation is 
facilitated. 

These figures show that the strategies that the focus on process and product innovation 
underperform the benchmark scenario. The worst strategy is to focus all R&D effort towards 
process innovation, hindering all possibilities for diversification. The reason for such low 
performance is because all innovation is directed to improve labour productivity of existing 
products, which reduces prices, output and employment. The reduction in price could lead to 
higher demand, but that is limited by the saturation of consumption and by the shift of 
demand to new products that are created by other countries that carry out product innovation 
and emulation. Even if there is an increase in demand, it may not be all captured by the 
country that generated the process innovation because other countries may be able to reduce 
their markup to match the lower international price, keeping the market shares unchanged. 
The result is a decrease in diversification when compared with global average, lower GDP 
and lower employment when compared with the benchmark strategy. 

In the real global economy, product innovation is usually carried out in more developed 
countries anyway, but process innovation is a strategy that we may see associated with 
industries in less diversified countries, particularly in sectors that are established through 
foreign direct investment and in which the business model relies heavily in lowering 
production costs of existing production. In that case, less diversified countries could be 
paradoxically worse off if its firms engage preferentially in process innovation. Therefore, 
these results suggest that policies that promote innovation and increase in productivity in less 
diversified countries may be in fact counterproductive if they target process innovation 
instead of product emulation as the innovation strategy. 

Focus exclusively on product innovation does not help to catch up either. The economy of the 
country that is lagging behind is less diversified and has a smaller set of technologies 
available for combination and generation of new products. Most probably these new products 
that could emerge from that combination are not new to the world anyway. Given that all 
countries in the simulation start with the same set of products and underlying technologies, 
the adjacent possible of the less diversified country is likely to be composed by potential new 
products that are only new to the production base of that country; they were already created 
in other more innovative countries in the past. That strategy only makes this countries persist 
in a fruitless quest for products that are new to the world.  

 The other strategies tested are either considerable better or at least as good as the benchmark 
(strategies 4 to 8 in the figures).  

Strategy number 4 is the one that undervalues of the currency by 10%. That strategy 
outperforms the benchmark in terms of increasing diversification, but results in similar levels 
of employment and lower GDP. An undervalued currency reduces the labour costs of exports 
and makes the less diversified country more competitive in the products that it is able to 
produce. Moreover, the country is able to produce and export some additional products that 
otherwise would have a price higher than the international price if not by the undervalued 
currency. That results in higher diversification than the benchmark scenario. However, the 
undervalued currency also makes import prices relatively higher than normal. People of the 
country would have to reduce their consumption, which would also affect the domestic 
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production. Therefore, the gains in employment related to the additional sectors added to the 
economy are reduced by the lower employment due to lower consumption. The effect in 
output is negative given that prices of exports are reduced. It is important to note that in these 
simulations all countries are of the same population size. The strategy could have positive 
results if the market for the additional sectors of the economy are sufficient large to increase 
employment and output of the economy, or if imports are curbed in favour to domestic 
production.   

Figure 9. Comparison of catch-up strategies 

(A) Increase in diversification as compared 
with the global average 

(B) Percentage increase in GDP 
                  

 (C) Percentage increase in employment  

 

Notes: Strategies: 

1 - Focus on process innovation 
2 - Focus on product innovation 
3 - Benchmark 
4 - Undervalued currency by 10% 
5 - Focus on product emulation 
6 - Target more complex products 
7 - Focus on product emulation & Target more complex products 
8 - Focus on product emulation & Target more complex products & undervalued currency 
by 10% 
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The next best strategy (number 5) is to focus exclusively on product emulation. This 
outperforms the benchmark scenario because now no R&D effort is lost in trying to find 
products that are new to the world in an adjacent possible that is limited by the reduced set of 
technologies available in the country. The strategy generates more innovation, a more 
diversified economy, higher output and employment. Focusing on emulation also 
outperforms the strategy of undervalued currency in terms of GDP and employment because 
more new products emerge, production and exports increase, and prices of imports are not 
negatively affected.  

More effective than focusing on product emulation is the strategy of targeting emulation on 
new products that have above average complexity (strategy number 6).  That strategy does 
not enforce a concentration of R&D on emulation (product and process innovation may as 
well coexist), but requires that whenever product emulation is pursued, such emulation target 
potential new products that are in the adjacent possible and that have product complexity 
above the country’s average. Products with above average complexity are produced and 
exported in relatively fewer countries, hence the competition is lower and market shares and 
markups are higher. That increases not only output and employment but also makes available 
more resources for R&D and increases the innovation and the resulting diversification.  

The combination of both strategies discussed above is even more effective (Strategy number 
7): it dedicates all R&D effort to emulation and targets products with above average 
complexity. Now the positive effects of these strategies reinforce each other. More innovation 
is generated and the new products created face lower competition than the average product 
already produced in the country. Market shares and markups are higher; more resources can 
be dedicated to R&D, creating a virtuous cycle.   

The addition of an undervalued currency (strategy 8) results in higher gains in diversification, 
but generally has a lower performance in terms of GDP and employment given the reasons 
already discussed above related to lower export prices and relatively higher prices of imports.   

Therefore, in this simulation experiment, strategy 7 is the one that results in higher gains in 
most of the different configurations. The gains in following this strategy represented in 
increases in GDP by six- to eight-fold and increases in employment by three- to four-fold.  

The main implication of these results is the realisation that economic development happens 
through the diversification of economies towards more complex products. Development 
policies should be designed and implemented aiming at facilitating that process. The 
implementation of such strategic diversification involves the selective promotion of new 
economic activities over traditional ones through the use of targeted industrial, infrastructure, 
trade, investment and private sector development policies. A key element in the 
implementation of those policies is the identification of the appropriate sectors and products 
to target based on country’s productive structure and changes in global demand.  

7  Conclusions 

The model presented in this paper replicates empirical regularities that emerge from the 
international relations of countries and describes the channels through which diversification 
affects and is affected by structural economic dynamics. 

The model directly contributes to the stream of literature based on Pasinetti’s (1981, 1993) 
models by formalising his framework of international trade. The model also contributes to the 
stream of the literature on structural dynamics that adopts Keynes-Kalecki principle of 
effective demand to determine the output of each sector, as opposed to models that assume 
that output is determined by full employment of labour and capital based on Say’s law and 
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Walras’s law. The model also contributes to the study of the relationship between innovation 
and demand (Gualerzi, 2012) by connecting technologies to products, and products to human 
needs. 

The model is used to study possible strategies for diversification of poorer countries, 
identifying those that could result in faster catch up. These results could help to better target 
action for the implementation of the internationally agreed goals. For example, the 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development lists the target to “[A]chieve higher levels of economic 
productivity through diversification, technological upgrading and innovation, including 
through a focus on high-value added and labour-intensive sectors” (target 8.2). The results 
show that the strategy that results in higher increases in diversification is the one that 
combines a focus on emulation and that targeted products nearby in the product space with 
above average complexity.  

The model could be used in numerous other analyses related to diversification and structural 
economic dynamics. For example, it could also study the relation between innovation and 
emulation and the effect of policies that promote or hinder technology transfer.  The model 
could be used to study the economic dynamics of less populated and less diversified 
countries, such as the small island developing States, and how innovation and diversification 
in other countries could affect their possibilities for catch up. The model could also be 
extended to explore the relation of trade costs with diversification, a question of great 
importance for landlocked developing countries.    

Another important extension of the model to make it more relevant to the study of the effects 
of diversification on sustainable development would be to consider environmental 
externalities created by the different sectors (e.g. carbon emissions, water pollution).Future 
research using the model is planned to address these questions.  
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Appendix A. Variables of the model  

Exogenous 
 (k=1,..,R) total population in country k 
 (k=1,..,R) total labour available for production sectors in country k   

State variables 

,   ( j=1,..,m; k=1,..,R) labour coefficient (labour input per unit of output) to produce 
commodity j in country k  

,  ( j=1,..,m; k=1,..,R) coefficient of consumption per capita of commodity j in country 
k 

, ,  ( j=1,..,m; 
h,k=1,..,R) 

markup added to the price of commodity j produced in country 
k and consumed in country h 

 (k=1,..,R) wage rate in country k 
Endogenous 

, ,   ( j=1,..,m; 
h,k=1,..,R) 

price of commodity j produced in country k and consumed in 
country h 

, ,  ( j=1,..,m; h,k=1,..,R) coefficient of consumption per capita in country h of 
commodity j produced in country k 

,   ( j=1,..,m; k=1,..,R) quantity of commodity j produced in country k  

,   ( j=1,..,m; k=1,..,R) employment in sector j in country k 
    (k=1,..,R) total employment in country k 

,   ( j=1,..,m; k=1,..,R) output of sector j in country k 
    (k=1,..,R) total output in country k 
   (k=1,..,R) output per capita in country k 

,    ( j=1,..,m; 
k=1,..,R) 

household expenditure in sector j in country k 

   (k=1,..,R) total household expenditure  in country k 
   (k=1,..,R) per-capita household expenditure  in country k 

 

Appendix B. Illustrative example of the model  

This section considers the example of the structural economic dynamics of two countries (A 
and B) trading with each other. Both countries have a population of the same size (100 
people) and produce the same four products with exactly the same technology. Hence, people 
in country A are as productive as people in country B. To facilitate the description of the 
example, we impose a limit of four new sectors on the maximum number of sectors that 
could emerge during a simulation run. 

Let us assume that the initial values of the exogenous and state variables are given by: 

 Population: , 	 , 100     
 Labour coefficients of countries A and B: 1,2,3,4       
 Coefficients of consumption per capita in countries A and B: 

0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05     
 Initial wage rates: $	1 
 Initial domestic markups of each sector in each country are taken stochastically, in a 

range from 2 to 2.5. Markups for export markets are initially up to 0.5 higher than 
domestic markups. 
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 maximum possible values of the rate of change of the coefficient of consumption (r) is 
given by:  max(r)=0.01.   

 Saturation of consumption points are not higher than 100% above the initial consumption 
per capita: β 2  

 We assume that in each country one worker engaged in R&D would find a new way to 
produce an existing product on average once every 50 periods: 	 =1/50 

 One worker engaged in the emulation of a more productive process to produce an existing 
product would find a new way to emulate a given process once every 25 units of time: 

_ 	 _ 1/25  
 In each country one worker engaged in R&D would find a new product on average once 

every 50 units of time: 	 =1/50 
 One worker engaged in emulation would find a new way to emulate a product once every 

40 units of time: _ 	 _ 1/40  

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the key variables in one run of the model. The first two 
graphs at the top of the figure show the evolution of the labour coefficients in each country. 
Both countries produce initially the same four products (products 1 to 4). In period 2 a 
product numbered 5 emerged in country A and a product numbered 6 was created in country 
B (see Table 3). In period 6, country A emulates the production of sector 6. In period 8, 
country B starts the production of product 7, and in period 14 country A starts production in 
sector 8. 

During the simulation, each sector experienced process innovation, which resulted in 
decreasing labour coefficients as seen in the first two graphs at the top in Figure 10. The 
sectors and period in which these process innovations occurred are shown in the third column 
of Table 3. The simulation also resulted in one process emulation in period 10, when sector 3 
in country A emulated the production of that same sector in country B. As mentioned, for 
illustration purposes, the simulation was restricted to a maximum of eight sectors. Therefore, 
after the introduction of these new sectors, technological progress was due to process 
innovation and emulation only. 

Table 4 shows the evolution of the set of technologies in country A to illustrate the process of 
combination of technologies that gives rise to technological change. The technologies that 
represent the first four products are {a, b, aa, ab}, respectively. These initial technologies are 
combined to create new products or new processes. For example, as mentioned above, in 
period 2 a new sector (5) emerged in country A. That sector emerged as a combination of 
technologies ab and b and resulted in abb. The same sector experienced process innovation in 
period 4 and the set of technologies used for production became abab, the combination of the 
technologies of sector 4. This set of technologies combined with the technology of sector 1 
(a) in period 14 resulted in a new sector (sector 8 with technology set ababa). Another 
example is the process innovation that sector 1 experienced in period 50, in which the 
technologies of sectors 5 (baababab) and 6 (baaa) were combined to create a new process 
(baabababbaaa) to produce product 1.  

The second row of graphs in Figure 10 shows the effect of the appearance of the new 
products in the consumption of existing products, due to complementarity or substitution 
effects. The third row of graphs presents the evolution of labour costs in each country, which 
reflect the changes in labour coefficients in each sector and the changes in the relative wage 
rate in country B, given that the wage rate in country A is taken as the numéraire throughout 
the run. The fourth row of graphs shows the evolution of quantities produced in each sector 
and country. Two notable patterns shown in these graphs are the high level of production of 
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the new sectors, given that each country has in effect a monopoly of production when a new 
product emerges, and the drop in production in country B of product 6 following country A’s 
emulation of the production of that sector in period 6.  

Figure 10. Two countries trading 
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Table 3. List of changes in technologies  

Country 
Product 

innovation 
Product 

emulation
Process  

innovation 
Process 

emulation

A 
5 (2), 8 

(14) 
6 (6) 

1 (50), 3 (6), 4 (5, 50), 5(4, 18), 8 
(49) 

3 (10) 

B 
6 (2), 7 

(8)  

1 (34, 46), 2 (2, 32, 36), 3 (4, 5, 19, 
23, 38, 39, 47), 4 (29, 45), 6 (7), 7 

(15, 18, 26, 28, 40, 42) 
 

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate the period in which the innovation occurred.  

 

Figure 10 also presents the evolution of employment in each country and shows that 
employment levels in country A remain higher than in country B, due to the higher levels of 
production of its more diversified economy. Income per capita is also higher in country A 
than in B. The balance of payments shows that trade imbalances happen mostly during the 
emergence of new sectors.  

The graph at the bottom right presents the evolution of relative wage rates and shows that 
wages in country B are higher than the wages in country A at the end of the run, which 
reflects the lower average labour coefficient of that economy (higher average productivity). 
In this particular run, country A is more diversified but has lower average productivity. 
However, when more sectors are allowed to be created, more diversified economies tend to 
also be more productive on average. 

This illustrative example highlights the Schumpeterian framework of economic dynamics, in 
which the introduction of technological change puts the economic system in constant flux; 
the system no longer reaches an equilibrium state. Innovation results in growth in terms of 
income and employment, which in their turn enable future innovation. Innovation acts as an 
unsettling force, taking the system to a new configuration from where it starts to move to an 
equilibrium until it is disturbed again by the next innovation. 

The example also highlights the path dependency in the innovation process, which constrains 
the options for future innovation. It gives and enforces the possible directions for 
technological change. It is, therefore, a key element in the study of economic dynamics. Such 
path dependency, however, cannot be seen in macroeconomic variables such as output, 
employment, balance of trade, and wage rates. The model allows us to analyse this process in 
detail; to see how that path dependency unfolds, as shown in  Table 4 in the example. 
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Table 4. Evolution of set of technologies, country A 

 

time 
Products 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 a b aa ab - - - - 
2 a b aa ab abb - - - 
3 a b aa ab abb - - - 
4 a b aa ab abab - - - 
5 a b aa babab abab - - - 
6 a b ababbabab babab abab baa - - 
7 a b ababbabab babab abab baa - - 
8 a b ababbabab babab abab baa - - 
9 a b ababbabab babab abab baa - - 

10 a b baaa babab abab baa - ababa 
11 a b baaa babab abab baa - ababa 
12 a b baaa babab abab baa - ababa 
13 a b baaa babab abab baa - ababa 
14 a b baaa babab abab baa - ababa 
15 a b baaa babab abab baa - ababa 
16 a b baaa babab abab baa - ababa 
17 a b baaa babab abab baa - ababa 
18 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
19 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
20 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
21 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
22 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
23 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
24 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
25 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
26 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
27 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
28 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
29 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
30 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
31 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
32 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
33 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
34 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
35 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
36 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
37 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
38 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
39 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
40 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
41 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
42 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
43 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
44 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
45 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
46 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
47 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
48 a b baaa babab baababab baa - ababa 
49 a b baaa babab baababab baa - baabababb 
50 baabababbaaa b baaa abaabababb baababab baa - baabababb 
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Appendix C. Sensitivity analysis  

In this section, we run sensitivity tests to study how the macroeconomic results of the model 
are affected by the choices of parameters related to the arrival rate of innovation. The 
objective of this analysis is to show that changing the pace of product innovation and 
emulation does not change the results of the model related to the stylised facts.  
Technological change is the key driver of diversification and it is important to verify that 
changing the rate of innovation does not change the results of the model. The analysis in this 
section will focus on the stylised facts 1 and 2 related to the association of diversification 
with GDP and with the average ubiquity of exports. 

To conduct those tests, we run simulations of the model 100 times considering a period of 50 
time units to test different realisations of the stochastic process that uses the same set of 
initial parameters. For that analysis, we consider 10 countries initially trading 6 products. The 
countries have the same population size (100 people), labour and consumption coefficients at 
the beginning; therefore, they have the same productivity, income and consumption levels. 
We track results related to diversification and output (GDP) for all countries, as well as 
inequality across countries.  

The initial parameters are as follows: 

 labour coefficient  ⋯ 0.5, 0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5, 0.5 ;      

 coefficient of consumption per capita 
⋯ 0.01, 0.01,0.01, 0.01,0.01, 0.01 ;    

 u = 0.4; 4 out of 10 potential new products are useful; 
 wager rate in country 1 $	1;  

 β 2; Saturation of consumption not higher than 100% above the initial consumption 
per capita. 

For each set of simulations, we vary the parameters related to the arrival rate of product 
innovation ( ) and product emulation ( _ ). For example, for a given 
value of the parameter of arrival rate of product innovation we make emulation be ‘very 
easy’, by considering the parameter of the rate of arrival of product emulation as ten times of 
the rate of arrival of product innovation, and then increase the level of difficulty in equal 
intervals until product emulation becomes as difficult as product innovation 
( _ ). The rate of arrival of product innovation takes the values 

{1/100, 1/125, 3/500, 1/250, 1/500}. The scenario in which 1/100 indicates that a 
researcher finds a new product on average once every 100 periods, while the scenario in 
which  1/500 a new product is expected to be discovered by one researcher once 
every 500 periods. During the simulations, we consider that process innovation is as difficult 
as product innovation, and process emulation as difficult as product emulation: 

 	  

 _ _
 

The average of the results of the 100 runs for each set of parameters is presented in Table 5 in 
relation to the replication of the stylised fact 1. The table shows the slope of the relationship 
between the logarithm of diversification and the logarithm of GDP. The rows show the 
different arrival rates of product innovation, while the columns show the arrival rates of 
product emulation as a multiple of the arrival rate of product innovation. For example, the top 
right cell of the table shows the result of the simulations in which product innovation and 
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emulation are faster, while the cell at the left and bottom of the table shows the result for 
simulations with slower innovation and emulation. The table shows that, in all combinations 
of rate of product innovation and emulation tested, diversification is positively associated 
with GDP, which replicates stylised fact 1. The slope increases when product innovation is 
slower (i.e. it increases from top to bottom). The reason is because a slower rate of product 
innovation implies fewer new products, and consequently fewer products that could be 
emulated, which reduces the chances for less diversified countries to catch up with the 
countries that have innovated first. As expected, the slope also increases when emulation 
becomes more difficult (i.e. from right to left).   

Similarly, Table 6 shows the results related to the negative association between 
diversification and average ubiquity of exports (stylised fact 2). The table shows that all 
combinations of arrival rate of product innovation and emulation that were tested result in 
negative values for the slope of that association, which replicates the stylised fact. The table 
shows that the slope of the association becomes more negative when product innovation and 
emulation become slower (i.e. when one moves from top to bottom and from right to left in 
the table). Slower product innovation and emulation reduces the chances of less diversified 
countries to emulate the production of first movers and, as result, the latter benefits from 
lower competition and lower average ubiquity of exports, which is reflected in a steeper 
downward slope. 

Table 5. Slope of the relationship between logarithm of diversification and logarithm 
of GDP (ln(kc0)  x ln(GDP)) 

Arrival 
rate of 
product 

innovation 

Arrival rate of product emulation  
(multiple of the arrival rate of product innovation) 

1x 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x 10x 
1/100 2.78 2.54 2.34 2.17 2.17 2.10 2.04 1.98 1.91 1.91 
1/125 2.98 2.65 2.40 2.33 2.21 2.14 2.08 2.04 1.98 2.01 
3/500 3.19 2.90 2.64 2.51 2.39 2.27 2.18 2.10 2.10 2.05 
1/250 3.67 3.41 3.04 2.80 2.64 2.52 2.38 2.35 2.25 2.19 
1/500 4.55 4.25 3.98 3.67 3.47 3.06 3.18 2.90 2.87 3.01 

 

Table 6. Slope of the relationship between logarithm of diversification and logarithm 
of average ubiquity (ln(kc0)  x ln(kc1)) 

Arrival rate 
of product 
innovation 

Arrival rate of product emulation  
(percentage of product arrival rate of product innovation) 

1x 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x 10x 

1/100 -0.7 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 
1/125 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.6 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4 
3/500 -0.8 -0.7 -0.7 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 
1/250 -0.8 -0.8 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 -0.5 -0.5 
1/500 -0.9 -0.8 -0.8 -0.8 -0.8 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 

 

In summary, changes in the rate of product innovation and emulation do not affect the results 
of the model in terms of replication of stylised facts. 
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Appendix D. Product complexity 

We use the method of reflections proposed by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) to calculate the 
complexity of a product. The method uses a network of countries connected to the products 
that they export to build a matrix Mcp which elements are set to 1 if country c exports product 
p and 0 otherwise. The method calculates measures of diversification and ubiquity iteratively, 
using the following formulas: 

,
,
∑ ,     (B.1)  

,
,
∑ ,     (B.2) 

Where kc,0 is the number of products exported by country c and kp,0 is the number of countries 
that export product p.  

The measure of product complexity (PCOMP) is taken as the normalised value of the kp 
value of the 5th iteration of the method of reflections: 

, ,      (B.3) 

Where  ,   is the mean and  is the standard deviation of the distribution of kp,5.  
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